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BMDMs

:   bone marrow--derived macrophages

CCL20

:   chemokine (C‐C motif) ligand 20

CM

:   condition medium

ERK

:   extracellular signal‐regulated kinase

HCC

:   hepatocellular carcinoma

HIF‐1α

:   hypoxia inducible factor‐1α

LAG‐3

:   lymphocyte‐activation gene 3

MAPK

:   mitogen‐activated protein kinase

PD‐1

:   programmed cell death 1

PD‐L1

:   programmed cell death ligand 1

TAMs

:   tumor‐associated macrophages

TILs

:   tumor‐infiltrating leukocytes

Treg

:   regulatory T cell

TREM‐1

:   triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells‐1

Hypoxia closely associates with malignant progression and poor outcome in almost all solid tumors, especially in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).[1](#hep30593-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#hep30593-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Accumulating evidence has revealed that hypoxia accelerates tumor cell proliferation and matrix remodeling through hypoxia inducible factor 1α (HIF‐1α), which regulates the transcription of a variety of oncogenes on oxygen deficiency.[3](#hep30593-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#hep30593-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, in addition to tumor cells, tumor‐infiltrating leukocytes (TILs), and tumor‐associated macrophages (TAMs), for instance, are susceptible to oxygen shortage and tumor metabolites, eventually resulting in immunosuppression and tumor escape.[5](#hep30593-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#hep30593-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} TAMs are widely present in the tumor microenvironment and are able to promote angiogenesis, cell invasion, and TILs accumulation.[7](#hep30593-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#hep30593-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hep30593-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} However, in hypoxic context, the functions of TAMs and their relevant mechanisms of immunosuppression are far less understood.

Studies have shown that up‐regulation of triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells‐1 (TREM‐1) is observed frequently in dendritic cells and occasionally in TAMs,[10](#hep30593-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and TREM‐1 has roles in the release of proinflammatory cytokines, and T‐cell differentiation, proliferation, and effector responses through the mitogen‐activated protein kinase (MAPK)/extracellular signal‐regulated kinase (ERK) and NF‐κβ pathways.[11](#hep30593-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, TREM‐1 has been unveiled as a hypoxia‐associated protein involved in dendritic cell (DC) activation.[12](#hep30593-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hep30593-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hep30593-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, it is still unclear whether and how HIF‐1α regulates TREM‐1 expression under hypoxia. TREM‐1 has been determined to be an oncoprotein, and TREM‐1^+^ TAMs not only contribute to intestinal tumorigenesis but also correlate with reduced disease‐free survival and overall survival in lung cancer.[15](#hep30593-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#hep30593-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Although Kupffer cells with TREM‐1 up‐regulation have been shown to promote liver carcinogenesis by triggering the release of tumor‐associated cytokines,[17](#hep30593-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} little is known about the potential mechanism through which TREM‐1^+^ TAMs regulate relevant tumor‐promoting cytokines. Additionally, a high level of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD‐L1), a canonical immune checkpoint molecule, is correlated with immunosuppression and is frequently affected by various factors. Whether PD‐L1 expression is modulated by TREM‐1 and the efficacy of anti‐PD‐L1 therapy for liver tumors in the presence of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs remain obscure. Because TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are closely associated with tumor microenvironment, their potential interplays with other TILs in hypoxic tumor environment require further investigation to enrich our knowledge about TREM‐1^+^ TAMs behavior in HCC.

In this work, we found that hypoxic tumor environment modulated TREM‐1 expression in TAMs, resulting in immunosuppression dependent on recruitment of Foxp3^+^ Tregs by chemokine (C‐C motif) ligand 20 (CCL20) up‐regulation in HCC. First, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs were observed to be abundant within HCC tissue with high expression of HIF‐1α, which was capable of directly up‐regulating TREM‐1 level in TAMs *in vitro*. Then, in tumor‐bearing models, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs exhibited the ability to induce immunosuppression related to dysfunction and apoptosis of CD8^+^ T cells. Although PD‐L1 expression was high in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, PD‐L1 blockade failed to improve TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐mediated immunosuppression in tumor‐bearing mice. Intriguingly, high CCL20 expression was induced in hypoxic TREM‐1^+^ TAMs through ERK/NF‐κβ pathway activation and was responsible for the recruitment of CCR6^+^ Tregs. Blocking TREM‐1 signaling with the inhibitor GF9 significantly attenuated CD8^+^ T cell dysfunction and abrogated the resistance to PD‐L1 blockade. These results suggested that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are candidates to target to improve anti‐PD‐L1 therapeutic efficacy in HCC.

Materials and Methods {#hep30593-sec-0002}
=====================

Specimens and Biochemical Regents {#hep30593-sec-0003}
---------------------------------

A total of 119 tissue samples were obtained from patients who underwent hepatocellular carcinoma curative resection between 2012 and 2014 in the First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University, School of Medicine. These tissues were subjected to tissue microarray, immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence, and survival analysis. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant. This project was approved by the Ethics Committee of First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University, School of Medicine, and clinical data of all subjects were summarized in Supporting Table [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

1,4‐diamino‐2,3‐dicyano‐1,4‐bis(2‐aminophenylthio)butadiene (U0126) and caffeic acid phenethyl ester (CAPE), the inhibitor of ERK and NF‐κβ signal, respectively, were purchased from Selleck Chemicals (Houston, TX). The ligand‐independent peptide‐based TREM‐1 inhibitor GF9 (the TREM‐1~213‐221~, GLLSKSLVF), control peptide (GLLSGSLVF), and TREM‐1 antagonist LP17 (LQVTDSGLYRCVIYHPP) were synthesized by HuaBio. Inc. (Shanghai, China).

Cell Culture and Hypoxia Treatment {#hep30593-sec-0004}
----------------------------------

The methods of cell culture and transfection are shown in Supporting Information.

For hypoxia treatment, bone marrow--derived macrophages (BMDMs) were exposed to hypoxia environment (1% O~2~, 5% CO~2~, 94% N~2~) in a hypoxic incubator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) for an indicated time. Condition medium (CM) consisted of complete medium and hepa1‐6 supernatant (with the ratio of 1:1) after incubation under hypoxia, and was used to mimic the hypoxic tumor environment.

Dual‐Luciferase Reporter System Assays {#hep30593-sec-0005}
--------------------------------------

The procedure of Dual‐Luciferase Reporter System assays is described in detail in Supporting Information.

Mouse Tumor Models and Treatment {#hep30593-sec-0006}
--------------------------------

Mouse tumor model establishment and drug treatment experiments are described in detail in Supporting Information.

Flow Cytometry and Chemokines Detection {#hep30593-sec-0007}
---------------------------------------

Mice were sacrificed at indicated times after tumor inoculation. The left liver lobes with tumor lesions were harvested and minced to prepare single cell suspension. The mononuclear cells isolated from liver tumors through OptiPrep Density Gradient Medium (Sigma‐Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were applied to multicolor flow cytometry (Canto II; BD, China). T cells were enriched by Magnetic Particles (551516; BD, PMG, San Diego, CA). CD8^+^ T‐cells apoptosis was detected by annexin V APC/7‐AAD apoptosis kit (Multiscience, Hangzhou, China) according to manufacturer's instructions. The detail of staining procedures and chemokines detection are described in Supporting Information.

Chemotaxis Assay {#hep30593-sec-0008}
----------------

Chemotaxis assay was conducted using 6‐μm transwell filter (Corning Costar, Cambridge, MA) and repeated at least three times. Lymphocytes were isolated from peripheral blood of subcutaneous tumor--bearing model mouse and were equalized into top chamber. After 6 hours, the suspension from bottom chamber was collected and the CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^Tregs were enumerated by flow cytometry.[18](#hep30593-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Immunohistochemistry, Immunofluorescent and Immunoblotting Assay {#hep30593-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The 3‐μm slides were used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) or immunofluorescent staining, and the images were evaluated by two independent pathologists. IHC scoring criteria is shown in Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A. Procedures of immunoblotting and immunohistochemistry are detailed in Supporting Information.

Quantitative RT‐PCR {#hep30593-sec-0010}
-------------------

After total RNA extraction and reverse transcription in complementary DNA, real‐time quantitative PCR was performed using the SYBR Premix Ex Taq II (TaKaRa, Tokyo, Japan) according to the manufacturer's instruction. The threshold cycle value was used to analyze the gene expression among the different groups. Independent experiment was repeated at least three times. Primers are shown in Supporting Table [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Statistical Analysis {#hep30593-sec-0011}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software (La Jolla, CA). Pearson correlation and regression analysis were used to assess the relationship between TREM‐1^+^ TAMs number and apoptosis number, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs number and CD8^+^ T cells number, CD8^+^ T cells number and Foxp3^+^Tregs number, and Foxp3^+^Tregs number and TREM‐1^+^ TAMs number within human HCC tissue. Flow cytometry data were analyzed by FlowJo.10 (TreeStar, Ashland, OR). Student two‐tailed *t* test was used for comparison of quantitative data from different groups. Kaplan‐Meier survival curves were plotted and were compared by log‐rank test. *P *\< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. (\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001.)

Results {#hep30593-sec-0012}
=======

TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are Abundant Within Hypoxic Tissue and Correlate With Poor Prognosis {#hep30593-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TREM‐1^+^ TAMs have been found in different kinds of tumors.[19](#hep30593-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} However, it is unclear how TREM‐1^+^ TAMs behave within HCC with a hypoxic environment. Here, we demonstrated that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are abundant within tumor tissue with high expression of HIF‐1α (Fig. [1](#hep30593-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B; Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), which was closely associated with advanced stages and a poor prognosis (Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). In addition, the number of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs was significantly increased in HCC in advanced stages, suggesting abundant TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are involved in malignant progression (Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Although tumor infiltration by CD8^+^ T cells is associated with a more favorable prognosis,[20](#hep30593-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#hep30593-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} CD8^+^ T cells were inclined to infiltrate into HCC with an abundance of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs and then undergo apoptosis (Fig. [1](#hep30593-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C); thus, tumor‐infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells could not improve overall survival and disease‐free survival of HCC (Fig. [1](#hep30593-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D). This observation was further supported by the analysis of online data from the Tumor Immune Estimation Resource (Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D).[22](#hep30593-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, patients with HCC do not benefit from infiltration of CD8^+^ T cells, probably because of CD8^+^ T cell apoptosis and dysfunction, which could be mediated by TAMs.[23](#hep30593-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the presence of abundant TREM‐1^+^ TAMs indicated a poor prognosis (Fig. [1](#hep30593-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E). Thus, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs contributed to the poor prognosis of HCC, likely by suppressing CD8^+^ T‐cell functions, albeit with upward trend of CD8^+^ T‐cells infiltration.

![TREM‐1^+^ TAMs within HIF‐1α expression tumor tissues indicate poor prognosis of HCC. (A) Immunohistochemical staining of HIF‐1α in HCC tissue array (left panel, magnification of ×40 on top and ×200 for bottom), and comparison of relative HIF‐1α expression between tumor and adjacent tissues according to immunohistochemical staining score. Data are presented as mean ± SEM (right panel, n = 119). (B) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining with CD68 (red), TREM‐1 (green) and DAPI (blue) within HCC tissues with high and low expression of HIF‐1α, referred to as immunohistochemical staining score ≥6 and \<6, respectively (left panel, arrows indicate TREM‐1^+^CD68^+^ TAMs on top and TREM‐1^‐^CD68^+^ TAMs on bottom; magnification, ×400), and comparison of average number of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs within 10 random fields of ×200 magnification between HCC tissues with high (n = 38) and low (n = 25) expression of HIF‐1α. Magnification, ×400. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. (C) Left panel, costaining with CD8 (red) and C‐Cas‐3 (brown) within HCC tissues with high or low TRME‐1^+^ TAMs, indicating that the number of TRME‐1^+^ TAMs per field was ≥6 and \<6, respectively. Magnification, ×100. Right panel, the average number of CD8^+^ T cells and percentage of C‐Cas‐3 in CD8^+^ T cells within 10 random fields of ×200 magnification were compared between HCC tissues with high (n = 22) and low (n = 24) TRME‐1^+^ TAMs. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (D) Comparison of overall survival and disease‐free survival curves between patients with HCC with high (n = 14) and low CD8^+^ T cells (n = 29), indicating the number of CD8^+^ T cells per field from high magnification was ≥30 and \<30, respectively (*P *\> 0.05), and (E) between patients with HCC with high (n = 38) and low (n *=* 25) TREM‐1^+^ TAMs (*P* \< 0.05). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Abbreviations: C‐Cas‐3, cleaved‐caspase‐3; DAPI, 4´,6‐diamidino‐2‐phenylindole.](HEP-70-198-g001){#hep30593-fig-0001}

HIF‐1α‐Induced TREM‐1^+^ TAMs Contribute to the Dysfunction of CD8^+^ T Cells and HCC Progression {#hep30593-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adequate evidence has shown that TAMs are subjected to hypoxia.[5](#hep30593-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Here, the impact of hypoxia on TAMs was validated by showing the up‐regulation of HIF‐1α expression along with the increasing expression of TREM‐1 by immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescent staining (Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). These results suggested that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs were present within the hypoxic HCC environment. *In vitro*, the level of TREM‐1 but not that of TREM‐2 significantly increased in BMDMs (F4/80^+^ CD11b^+^) after culture under hypoxic conditions for the indicated time (Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F), and the up‐regulation of TREM‐1 expression mainly relied on hypoxia rather than tumor‐derived CM (Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Additionally, we investigated whether TREM‐1^+^ TAMs accumulation was associated with tumor progression *in vivo*. It is clear that the rapid growth of solid tumors contributes to the hypoxic environment and elevates the expression of HIFs.[1](#hep30593-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hep30593-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} In accordance, the HIF‐1α level gradually increased during tumor growth in an orthotopic liver tumor model (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A), and CD16/32^+^TREM‐1^+^TAMs gradually accumulated within the tumor tissue as well (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). We next sought to investigate the mechanism by which HIF‐1α regulates TREM‐1 expression and the roles of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs in HCC progression. HIF‐1α is implicated in the transcription of various genes through binding to hypoxia response elements (HREs),[25](#hep30593-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and exogenous augmentation of the HIF‐1α was found to markedly up‐regulate TREM‐1 expression in BMDMs (Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The results of a Dual‐Luciferase Reporter System assay determined the specific HREs within the promoter region of TREM‐1. Specifically, the sequence GGACGTGG (‐936\~‐929 bp) bound with HIF‐1α, leading to the transcriptional up‐regulation of TREM‐1 (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C). Furthermore, tumor growth was accompanied by CD8^+^ T‐cell apoptosis and dysfunction, characterized by reductions in the perforin and granzyme B (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D). To investigate whether this immunosuppression was induced by TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, hepa1‐6 cells plus TREM‐1^+^BMDMs (TREM‐1^+^ M) or control BMDMs (Control M) was used to establish tumor‐bearing model (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}E). In this model, a significant increase in the TREM‐1 level was confirmed in the BMDMs with TREM‐1 overexpression by flow cytometry (Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Intriguingly, TREM‐1^+^ M significantly accelerated tumor growth and promoted CD8^+^ T‐cell apoptosis and dysfunction (Fig. [2](#hep30593-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}F).

![TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are induced by tumor hypoxic environment and exhibit immunosuppressive effect. (A) HE staining and immunohistochemical staining with HIF‐1α in tumor tissues after orthotopic inoculation for indicated time (left panel), and quantification of relative HIF‐1α expression according to immunohistochemical staining (right panel, n = 5 for each group). Magnification, ×100. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (B) Macrophages were isolated from tumor tissues after orthotopic inoculation for indicated time and labelled with F4/80, CD16/32, and TREM‐1 for analysis of flow cytometry. Percentage of CD16/32^+^TREM‐1^+^ TAMs population are presented as mean ± SEM (n* *≥ 6 for each group). (C) Dual‐luciferase reporter for TREM‐1 and HIF‐1α, and the HIF‐1α binding sequence within promoter of HIF‐1α was ‐936\~‐929 (GGACGTGG). (D) CD8^+^ T cells were isolated and enriched from tumor tissues after inoculation for indicated time and then labelled with CD8a, granzyme B, perforin, and 7‐AAD, annexin V for analyzing cytotoxic function and apoptosis of CD8^+^T cells by flow cytometry. The percentage of annexin V and granzyme B^+^/ perforin^+^ population of CD8^+^ T cells were shown as mean ± SEM (n = 5 for each group). (E) Schematic illustration of establishment of tumor model within C57BL/6 mice through subcutaneous inoculation of mixture of Hepa1‐6 cells and macrophages (at ratio of 2:1) with or without TREM‐1 overexpression (upper panel, indicated as TREM‐1^+^ M and Control M, respectively). Tumor growth was monitored regularly, and tumor volume shown are mean ± SD (lower panel, n *=* 6 for each group). (F) CD8^+^ T cells were isolated and enriched from tumor tissues in TREM‐1^+^ M or Control M groups at indicated timepoint and then labelled with CD3, CD8a, granzyme B, perforin, and PI, annexin V for analyzing cytotoxic function and apoptosis of CD8^+^ T cells by flow cytometry. The percentage of apoptosis (indicated as annexin V percentage) and granzyme B^+^/perforin^+^ population of CD8^+^ T cells are shown as mean ± SD (n = 5 for each group). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Abbreviations: 7‐AAD, 7‐amino‐actinomycin D; PI, propidium iodide.](HEP-70-198-g002){#hep30593-fig-0002}

TREM‐1^+^ TAMs Have a High Level of PD‐L1 and Facilitate CD8^+^ T‐Cell Exhaustion, A Process that Could not be Reversed by PD‐L1 Blockade {#hep30593-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the above phenomena, we continued to explore the mechanism of TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐mediated CD8^+^ T‐cell dysfunction. Given that PD‐L1, a member of the B7 family, can respond to hypoxia,[26](#hep30593-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#hep30593-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} the mRNA expression of B7‐H4, PD‐L1, B7‐1, and B7‐2 was compared between BMDMs treated by hypoxia with or without CM, which was used to mimic the hypoxic tumor environment. We found that only the PD‐L1 mRNA levels were strikingly elevated in the BMDMs after cotreatment with hypoxia and CM, suggesting that PD‐L1 expression up‐regulation was dependent on the coexistence of hypoxia and tumor metabolites (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). The small interfering RNA (siRNA)‐mediated inhibition of TREM‐1 was able to suppress PD‐L1 expression in BMDMs under hypoxia conditions treated with CM, suggesting that PD‐L1 expression up‐regulation in BMDMs is partially reliant on TREM‐1 (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). The high level of PD‐L1 in TRME‐1^+^ TAMs from the orthotopic liver tumor model suggested that TRME‐1^+^ TAMs possess the potential to mediate immunosuppression through the programmed cell death 1 (PD‐1)/PD‐L1 axis (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C). A high level of PD‐L1 has been recognized as a powerful suppressor that supports tumor immune escape, and can efficiently respond to PD‐L1 blockade therapy.[28](#hep30593-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Although the PD‐L1 expression up‐regulation in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs conferred the possibility of immunosuppression, the *in vivo* antitumor efficacy of PD‐L1 blockade was abrogated in the TRME‐1^+^ M group, which was characterized by an abundance of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D; Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Specifically, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs could effectively suppress CD8^+^ T‐cell functions. Moreover, the functions of CD8^+^ T cells were suppressed in the TRME‐1^+^ M group but significantly improved in the Control M group after PD‐L1 blockade treatment (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}E). These results suggested that mice with an abundance of TREM‐1^+^ M hardly benefit from PD‐L1 blockade treatment. PD‐1 is a typical marker of effector T lymphocytes. Nevertheless, T cells with coexpression of PD‐1 and LAG‐3 represent an exhausted subset with function loss.[29](#hep30593-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hep30593-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In line with the report by Tumeh et al.,[31](#hep30593-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} we found that PD‐L1 blockade was able to increase the percentage of PD‐1^+^cells in CD8^+^ T‐cell population but unable to prevent CD8^+^ T cells from undergoing exhaustion and apoptosis in the presence of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs (Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}F). CD8^+^ T‐cells exhaustion and apoptosis were significantly lower in the Control M group than in the TREM‐1^+^ M group. Therefore, anti‐PD‐L1 treatment in the Control M group displayed powerful antitumor efficacy. Our results demonstrated that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs endowed HCC with resistance to anti‐PD‐L1 therapy and the ability to induce CD8^+^ T‐cells exhaustion, implying that a pathway, not the PD‐L1/PD‐1 axis, played a substantial role in the process by which TREM‐1^+^ TAMs induced CD8^+^ T‐cells exhaustion in HCC.

![TREM‐1^+^ TAMs confer resistance to anti‐PD‐L1 treatment in HCC. (A) Fold change of mRNA expression of B7‐H4, PD‐L1, B7‐1, and B7‐2 expressed within BMDMs after treated with hypoxia or combination of hypoxia and CM for 24 hours. Each individual point represents one experiment with triplicate. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (B) PD‐L1 expression in BMDMs with TREM‐1 knockdown by siRNA was measured by flow cytometry with Hx and CM. (C) Amount of PD‐L1 within isolated TAMs from orthotopic tumor tissues by flow cytometry (left panel), and subsequently being quantified and compared between group TREM‐1^+^ and TREM‐1^‐^ based on mean PD‐L1 expression intensity (right panel). Data are shown as mean ± SEM (n = 15 for each group). (D) Schematic illustration of anti‐PD‐L1 antibody treatment (20 mg/kg intraperitoneally on day 3, 6, and 9) for tumor lesions originated from subcutaneous inoculation of hepa1‐6 cells plus TREM‐1^+^ M or Control M (at ratio of 2:1) within C57BL/6, which were pretreated with neutral clodronate liposomes for 1 day (left upper panel), and followed by assessment of tumor growth (left lower panel, n = 20, 22, 20, and 20 and number of accidental deaths was 4, 2, 4, and 2 in groups from left to right, respectively, shown in right top), appearance of tumor lesion (middle panel), comparison of tumor volume (right panel, n ≥ 10 for each group), and (E) detection of cytotoxic function (labelled with granzyme B and perforin, or IFN‐γ and TNF‐α), (F) exhausted status (labelled with PD‐1 and LAG‐3) and apoptosis (labelled with PI and annexin V) of CD8^+^ T cells (labelled with CD3 and CD8). Percentage of granzyme B^+^/perforin^+^ papulation and TNF‐α^+^ and IFN‐γ^+^ population (E), and PD‐L1^+^ population, PD‐L1^+^LAG‐3^+^ population, and annexin V^+^ population (F) of CD8^+^ T cells are presented as mean ± SEM, *n* ≥ 6 for each group, and each dot represented a sample of CD8^+^ T cells isolated from two individual tumors (E, F). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Abbreviations: Hx, hypoxia; IFN‐γ, interferon‐γ.](HEP-70-198-g003){#hep30593-fig-0003}

TREM‐1^+^ TAMs are Critical for Foxp3^+^ Treg Accumulation, and Treg Depletion Could Abrogate the Exhaustion of CD8^+^ T Cells {#hep30593-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the PD‐1/PD‐L1 checkpoint molecules, CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^Tregs have been determined to be another canonical factor that impairs CD8^+^ T‐cell functions,[32](#hep30593-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hep30593-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and natural regulatory T cells can be recruited into the tumor microenvironment by various chemokines secreted by TAMs.[7](#hep30593-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} To explore whether the TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐associated PD‐L1 resistance was derived from Treg infiltration, the percentage of CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^Tregs was detected in the tumor. Predominantly, CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^Treg infiltration was elevated in the TREM‐1^+^ M group regardless of whether the mice were treated with anti‐PD‐L1 antibody (Fig. [4](#hep30593-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A). In accordance, a large number of Foxp3^+^ Tregs were observed to accumulate within tumor zone of CD8^+^ T‐cell infiltration, and particularly around CD8^+^ T cells by immunofluorescent staining. Meanwhile, there was a positive correlation among the number of Foxp3^+^ Tregs, the number of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, and the number of CD8^+^ T cells within HCC tissue (Fig. [4](#hep30593-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐derived immunosuppression seemed to act through Foxp3^+^ Treg recruitment.

![TREM‐1^+^ TAMs facilitate immunosuppression and anti‐PD‐L1 resistance by recruiting CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs in HCC. (A) Analysis of percentage of CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs population within tumor lesions harvested from hepa1‐6 generating tumor (same as model described in Fig. [3](#hep30593-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D) by flow cytometry. Data are shown as mean ± SEM (n = 5 or 6). (B) Representative immunofluorescent images stained with CD8 (green), Foxp3 (red), and DAPI (blue) within TEC and STR tissues from patients with HCC with high or low TRME‐1^+^ TAMs (left panel). Magnification, ×640. Correlation of the number of Foxp3^+^ Tregs to the number of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs (n = 40) and the number of CD8^+^ T cells (n = 42) were analyzed by Pearson analysis. (C‐F) The mixture of heap1‐6 cells plus TREM‐1^+^ M (at ratio of 2:1) was subcutaneously inoculated within C57BL/6 mice pretreated with neutral clodronate liposomes for 1 day, followed by treatment of anti‐CD25 antibody (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) on day 1 and 7 as well as treatment of anti‐PD‐L1 antibody (20 mg/kg intraperitoneally) on day 3, 6, and 9 after inoculation. Tumor growth was examined (C, n = 8 for each group, and number of accidental deaths was 1, 0, 0, and 0 in groups from left to right, respectively, shown in top right). Tumor appearance (D, left panel) and volume (D, right panel) were compared among different groups (n = 7 or 8). All tumor lesions were harvested for analyzing percentage of CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs population (E, n = 5 or 6), and granzyme B^+^/perforin^+^papulation and PD‐L1^+^LAG‐3^+^ population (F, n = 6 or 7) of CD8^+^ T cells. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Abbreviations: DAPI, 4´,6‐diamidino‐2‐phenylindole; STR, stroma; TEC, tumor epithelial cells.](HEP-70-198-g004){#hep30593-fig-0004}

Next, the impacts of TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐associated Tregs on CD8^+^ T‐cell exhaustion and anti‐PD‐L1 resistance were investigated. First, tumor growth could be delayed after Treg depletion by anti‐CD25 antibody albeit the abundance of TREM‐1^+^TAMs. In addition, PD‐L1 blockade‐induced inhibition of tumor growth was dramatically enhanced by combining the treatment with anti‐CD25 antibody (Fig. [4](#hep30593-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C,D). In addition, Tregs within the tumor tissue were effectively depleted by anti‐CD25 antibody, resulting in improved cytotoxic functions and inhibited exhaustion in CD8^+^ T cells, and enhanced anti‐PD‐L1 efficacy (Fig. [4](#hep30593-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}E,F; Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E), suggesting that Treg infiltration was a key contributor to TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐associated anti‐PD‐L1 resistance. However, anti‐CD25 treatment can evoke various autoimmune diseases, due to the extensive depletion of Tregs.[34](#hep30593-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the rational management of Tregs is likely to benefit from exploring the mechanism by which TREM‐1^+^ TAMs regulate Treg trafficking in HCC.

TREM‐1 Up‐Regulates CCL20 through ERK/NF‐κβ Pathway, and TREM‐1^+^ TAMs Recruit Foxp3^+^Tregs Dependent on the CCL20/CCR6 Axis Within Hypoxic Tumor Environment {#hep30593-sec-0017}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TREM‐1 is an important proinflammation receptor that can regulate various chemokines.[35](#hep30593-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} In agreement with this function, the levels of multiple chemokines were altered by CRISPR‐cas9‐mediated TREM‐1 knockdown in BMDMs under hypoxic tumor conditions according to the analysis of chemokine array (Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). Noticeably, Treg‐associated chemokines, including CCL5, CCL20, CCL17, and CCL22, were decreased by TREM‐1 knockdown (Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), suggesting that TREM‐1 potentially recruits Tregs into tumors and that Tregs tend to be abundant within tumors with presence of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs. However, CCL20 was up‐regulated, whereas the levels of CCL5 and CCL22 were reduced in BMDMs after cotreatment with hypoxia and CM, as measured by both chemokine array and flow cytometry (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A,B; Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). CCR6, the only currently identified receptor of CCL20,[36](#hep30593-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} was widely expressed on Tregs in tumors (Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). In addition, the CCR6^+^ Tregs accounted for the main part of Tregs, and the percentage of CCR6^+^ Tregs significantly increased as tumor growth increased (Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). These data indicated that CCL20 could be stably elevated in hypoxic tumor environment and played a predominant role to attract Tregs into tumors. Notably, a high level of CCL20 was detected in both TREM‐1^+^ TAMs and TREM‐1^+^ BMDMs (Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E), indicating that TREM‐1 probably increases CCL20 expression in macrophages under hypoxic tumor environment. MAPK pathway is involved in up‐regulation of the expression of various chemokines and is often activated in macrophages under hypoxia.[37](#hep30593-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hep30593-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Accordingly, the amounts of phosphorylated ERK and p65, both of which indicate the activation of MAPK pathway, were increased within BMDMs treated with hypoxia (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C). However, the protein levels of phosphorylated ERK and p65 were significantly inhibited by siRNA‐mediated TREM‐1 knockdown or slightly reduced by the TREM‐1 antagonist LP17 despite the presence of hypoxia (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C; Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). Predominantly, TREM‐1 knockdown inhibited p65 nuclear translocation in a hypoxic environment (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Additionally, the exogenous overexpression of TREM‐1 was able to facilitate ERK phosphorylation in aid of p65 nuclear localization in BMDMs treated with CM, and this phenomenon could be reversed by ERK inhibitor U0126 (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D). These results suggested that hypoxia‐associated ERK activation relies on TREM‐1 up‐regulation, which in turn activates the NF‐κβ pathway within tumor environment. The key molecular event is p65 nuclear translocation through ERK/NF‐κβ pathway. Moreover, NF‐κβ inhibitor CAPE abolished the up‐regulation of CCL20 mediated by exogenous overexpression of TREM‐1 in BMDMs (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}E), suggesting that TREM‐1 up‐regulates CCL20 through the ERK/NF‐κβ pathway.

![TREM‐1^+^ TAMs attract Foxp3^+^ Tregs through producing CCL20. (A) Schematic diagram of chemokines array for supernatant of BMDMs after treatment of CM with or without hypoxic condition for 24 hours (left panel), and difference in expression of chemokines secreted by BMDM treated with indicated conditions (right panel). (B) Amount of CCL5, CCL20, and CCL22 produced by BMDMs after treatment of CM with Hx or normoxia (NC) were detected by flow cytometry (n = 5). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. (C) Analysis of amount of proteins related to MAPK pathway and NF‐κβ‐p65 pathway immunoblotting within BMDMs with TREM‐1 pathway blockage by siRNA (siTREM‐1) or antagonist LP17 (20 ug/mL) after treatment of CM with hypoxic condition for 24 hours. NC was referred to as BMDMs treated under normoxia. (D) Amount of proteins related to ERK/NF‐κβ was measured by immunoblotting within BMDMs with overexpression of TREM‐1 (indicated as vector‐TREM‐1, and empty vector was indicated as vector‐ctrl) after treatment of CM with addition of ERK inhibitor U0126 for 24 hours. (E) Supernatant from culture of BMDMs with overexpression of TREM‐1 under treatment of CM with or without addition of NF‐κβ inhibitor CAPE for 24 hours was collected for detection of CCL20 amount by flow cytometry (n = 3); data are shown as mean ± SD. (F) The mixture of heap1‐6 cells was subcutaneously inoculated within C57BL/6 mice, followed by treatment of anti‐CCL20 antibody (0.5 mg/kg intravenously) on day 3, 6, 9, and 12 as well as treatment of anti‐PD‐L1 antibody (20 mg/kg intraperitoneally) on day 5, 8, 11, and 14 after inoculation. Tumor growth was monitored regularly (left panel, n = 8 for each group, and number of accidental deaths was 0, 1, 1, and 0 in groups from left to right, respectively, shown in top right), and the black arrow in anti‐PD‐L1+anti‐CCL20 group indicated the tumor out of blockade CCL20 and PD‐L1 effects. Tumor volume were compared among different groups (right panel, n = 6 or 8). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Abbreviations: Hx, hypoxia; NC, negative control.](HEP-70-198-g005){#hep30593-fig-0005}

*In vitro* chemotaxis assay demonstrated that TREM‐1^+^ BMDMs cultured with CM could attract more CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs and this process was blocked with anti‐CCL20 neutralizing antibody (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), which provided a potential strategy to reduce Tregs trafficking. *In vivo*, treatment with anti‐CCL20 neutralization antibody remarkably reduced the infiltration of Foxp3^+^ Tregs, especially CCR6^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs, and delayed tumor growth in orthotopic liver tumor model (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C,D). Furthermore, an increase in the percentage of tumor‐infiltration CD8^+^ T cells after anti‐CCL20 treatment was examined (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). In line with these results, CCL20 blockade contributed to the intratumoral infiltration of CD8^+^ T cells, as measured by immunofluorescent staining (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30593-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). Intriguingly, anti‐CCL20 could significantly enhance antitumor efficacy of PD‐L1 blockade in subcutaneous tumor model (Fig. [5](#hep30593-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}F). Overall, the up‐regulation of CCL20 in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs was able to recruit CD4^+^CD25^+^CCR6^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs through a process dependent on ERK/NF‐κβ pathway activation, and the CCL20 blockade could abrogate anti‐PD‐L1 resistance in HCC.

TREM‐1 Inhibitor GF9 Abrogates Immunosuppression and PD‐L1 Blockade Resistance {#hep30593-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our data thus far suggest that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs induced by hypoxic tumor environment recruit CCR6^+^Foxp3^+^ Treg to promote immunosuppression. To confirm whether TREM‐1 signaling blockade could reverse this immunosuppression, we synthesized the ligand‐independent TREM‐1 inhibitor GF9, which can specifically inhibit the TREM‐1 pathway,[39](#hep30593-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hep30593-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} and evaluated its efficacy in HCC. As shown in Fig. [6](#hep30593-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A,B, treatment with GF9 presented obvious inhibitory effects on tumor growth and improved mouse survival. Furthermore, GF9 treatment strikingly reduced CCR6^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs recruitment and apoptosis ratio of CD8^+^ T cell and enhanced the cytotoxic function of CD8^+^ T cell (Fig. [6](#hep30593-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C). In light of many limitations of anti‐PD‐L1 treatment for tumors,[41](#hep30593-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} we sought to explore the potential that TREM‐1 blockade with GF9 could improve the antitumor efficacy of PD‐L1 blockade treatment. The results showed that the combination of PD‐L1 blockade and GF9 treatment significantly attenuated tumor growth and improved mouse survival (Fig. [6](#hep30593-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}D‐F). Thus, these data demonstrated that GF9 treatment could abrogate TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐mediated immunosuppressive effects and anti‐PD‐L1 resistance.

![Blocking TREM‐1^+^ TAMs by GF9 attenuates tumor growth and promotes antitumor efficacy of anti‐PD‐L1 therapy. (A) The schematic of TREM‐1 inhibitor GF9 blocking TREM‐1 mediated signal (left panel), growth curve of tumor generated by subcutaneous inoculation of hepa1‐6 cells after treatment of GF9 (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) daily (middle panel, n = 6 for each group), and volume of tumor originated from orthotopic inoculation of hepa1‐6 cells after treatment of GF9 (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) daily (right panel, n = 8 for each group). Data are presented as mean ± SD. (B) Overall survival analysis for mice with tumor originated from orthotopic inoculation of hepa1‐6 cells after treatment of GF9 (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) daily (n = 8 for each group). (C) CD4^+^ T and CD8^+^ T cells were isolated from tumor originated from orthotopic inoculation of hepa1‐6 cells after treatment of GF9 (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) daily, and then percentage of CCR6^+^ population of CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs and annexin V^+^ population and granzyme B^+^/perforin^+^papulation of CD3^+^CD8^+^ T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (n = 7 or 8). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (D‐F) Hepa1‐6 cells were inoculated into liver and subjected to treatment of anti‐PD‐L1 antibody (20 mg/kg intraperitoneally on day 3, 6, and 9) and/or GF9 (25 mg/kg intraperitoneally) daily. Tumor appearances (D), tumor volume (E, n = 8 for each group), and survival rate of mice (F, n = 6 for each group). Peptide GLLSGSLVF was used as control for GF9 treatment. Data are shown as mean ± SD. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001.](HEP-70-198-g006){#hep30593-fig-0006}

Discussion {#hep30593-sec-0019}
==========

Hypoxic environment is widely accepted as a barrier to antitumor therapy.[42](#hep30593-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Although HIF‐1α is frequently activated in response to hypoxia and determined to be involved in the immunosuppression, the exact regulatory process of hypoxia‐induced immunosuppression remains largely unknown.[6](#hep30593-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Here, we found that TAMs were educated by hypoxic tumor environment and highly expressed TREM‐1 in an HIF‐1α‐dependent manner in HCC. Furthermore, the abundance of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs was associated with infiltration and apoptosis of CD8^+^ T cells in HCC tissues. Although CD8^+^ T‐cell infiltration is beneficial for antitumor therapy, a variety of other leukocytes, some of which induce CD8^+^ T‐cell dysfunction, infiltrate solid tumors.[43](#hep30593-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, our result that the infiltration of CD8^+^ T cells did not improve prognosis in HCC was probably due to the dysfunction of CD8^+^ T cells.

Next, we revealed that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs induced CD8^+^ T‐cell apoptosis and suppressed cytotoxic functions in terms of reducing granzyme B and perforin release. CD8^+^ T‐cell dysfunction has been identified as a mechanism of immune evasion in a broad range of tumors, and the essential extrinsic mechanism of CD8^+^ T‐cell suppression is the recruitment of TILs that produce multiple inhibitory cytokines and ligands, for instance, TAMs, myeloid‐derived suppressor cell, DC, and Tregs.[44](#hep30593-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} The up‐regulation of PD‐L1, the canonical checkpoint inhibiting CD8^+^ T‐cell function, in tumor microenvironment is a typical feature of "inflamed cancer" and is an active response to PD‐L1 blockade.[45](#hep30593-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} However, although PD‐L1 was highly expressed in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, we found that anti‐PD‐L1 treatment failed to inhibit tumor growth and reverse dysfunction and apoptosis in CD8^+^ T cells with an abundance of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs. In contrast, PD‐L1 blockade treatment exhibited significant antitumor efficacy in a mouse tumor model with fewer TREM‐1^+^ TAMs. These results suggested that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs endow anti‐PD‐L1 resistance, which is frequently found in various cancers, and accounts for the fact that most patients do not benefit from PD‐L1/PD‐1 blockade.[41](#hep30593-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In this process, CD8^+^ T‐cell functions were probably suppressed through a pathway separate from PD‐L1/PD‐1 axis in the TREM‐1^+^ TAMs context.

Dysfunctional or exhausted CD8^+^ T cells, which coexpress PD‐1 and LAG‐3, are regarded as incapable of proliferating and performing cytotoxic functions, characterized by reduced release of granzyme B, perforin, interferon‐γ, and so on.[46](#hep30593-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} However, blocking PD‐1/PD‐L1 axis alone is not sufficient to protect CD8^+^ T cells from exhaustion.[47](#hep30593-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} In line with that conclusion, we found that PD‐1^+^LAG‐3^+^CD8^+^ T cells and the apoptosis of CD8^+^ T cells could not be attenuated by PD‐L1 blockade in the presence of abundant TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, whereas the opposite result was observed in the Control M group. Thus, we concluded that the unresponsiveness to PD‐L1 blockade was derived from TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐mediated CD8^+^ T‐cell exhaustion. Notably, much importance has been attached to CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs, a substantial suppressive population that impedes effective immune responses by inducing CD8^+^ T‐cells dysfunction and exhaustion.[48](#hep30593-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Our immunofluorescent staining and Treg depletion functional assay demonstrated that Foxp3^+^ Treg recruitment that relied on TREM‐1^+^ TAMs was an essential process to induce CD8^+^ T‐cell exhaustion and PD‐L1 blockade resistance. CCL20, the ligand targeting CCR6, was significantly up‐regulated in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs and attracted CD4^+^CD25^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs, which could be strikingly blocked by anti‐CCL20 treatment. ERK/NF‐κβ pathway activation was mainly responsible for CCL20 expression in TREM‐1^+^ TAMs within hypoxic tumor environment. Thus, p65 nuclear translocation seemed to be the most distinct molecular event in this process. Collectively, TREM‐1^+^ TAMs recruited CCR6^+^ Tregs, which induced CD8^+^ T‐cell exhaustion, through CCL20, dependent on ERK/NF‐κβ pathway activation in hypoxic tumor environment, and this process was complementary to the mechanism of anti‐PD‐L1 resistance and immune escape (Fig. [7](#hep30593-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, TREM‐1 has been determined to be an efficient antitumor target in lung cancer and pancreatic cancer studies.[39](#hep30593-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hep30593-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} In accordance, TREM‐1 signal inhibition in TAMs by GF9 treatment strikingly impaired immunosuppression as shown by CCR6^+^ Treg numbers decreasing, a reduction in the apoptosis rate and cytotoxic function improvement in CD8^+^ T cells.

![Schematics depicting that tumor hypoxic environment educates tumor‐associated macrophages mediating immunosuppression and PD‐L1 resistance.](HEP-70-198-g007){#hep30593-fig-0007}

In conclusion, TREM‐1^+^ TAM‐mediated immunosuppression may be a major biological event for TAMs in hypoxic HCC environment and served as a potential mechanism for anti‐PD‐L1 therapy resistance. To address the phenomenon that PD‐L1 blockade resistance occurred in the presence of TREM‐1^+^ TAMs, CCR6^+^ Tregs were revealed to be a key contributor to CD8^+^ T‐cell exhaustion and anti‐PD‐L1 unresponsiveness. The current work demonstrated that TREM‐1^+^ TAMs had a high level of PD‐L1 and CCL20. Therefore, our results raised the possibility that inhibiting Treg chemotaxis might become an effective approach to attenuate PD‐L1 blockade resistance. However, conventional T cells have the ability to transform into Tregs *in situ*, especially in a hypoxic environment.[49](#hep30593-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Thus, apart from Tregs trafficking into tumors, other mechanisms that Tregs are present within tumors are urgent to explore to manage Tregs reasonably. Because TREM‐1^+^ TAMs were significantly associated with poor prognosis and PD‐L1 blockade resistance, blocking TREM‐1^+^ TAMs with GF9 provided a promising therapeutic strategy to overcome the resistance to anti‐PD‐L1 therapy in HCC.
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